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Before all that
Maybe you want to forget
what the world has shown you
Walk upriver
read the story in reverse
The plot’s sunken luck
The plot’s tiny hatchet
What happens next
But what happens before
what happens next
The rapids before the silky
turquoise shallows
Then call it the mouth
or the head of the river:
a teeming emptiness
out of which all life arises
These poems were written over the course of the last two years, but a good
number of them were written (and all of them were edited) while an artist
in residence at Caldera (calderaarts.org) during March 2015. I am deeply
grateful for the opportunity this residency provided for me to reflect on
my life and my art. This little book is a testament to the transformative
power of art and wild places.
Please contact me before you reproduce any part of this publication for anything other than
personal use. Thank you.
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June
There’s fire coursing beneath this earth,
and water. Sustenance and pain.
Human reproduction
is remarkably inefficient —
And what is blood but fiery water
beneath my skin.
Blood exiting the body says
beginning, says
ending. Time tourniqueted.
Time circular.
Nearly 70% of human conceptions
do not survive to live birth —
Did I sing, when I saw you?
Did I scream your name?
No, I buried you silently
beneath the blue poppies.
I pushed you into the earth.
Bloodied the soil. Time
tourniqueted. Time circular.
Time sustenance. Time pain.
The maternal-fetal interface
provides the final pathological assault —
Take it back. No longer
mine. Bloom red next time.

The natural philosopher’s notes 		
on spontaneous loss
Does the skin perceive light?
In the absence of sight,
could she still navigate toward the source?
When does her course
reticulate, become past tense?
What color lens should be used then?
When death and birth overlap
for one pendulous point,
what caliber should be used?
What shade?
What shadow?
What shape?
In what place should the form be buried?
And how to measure its diffusion?
When the first frost arrives, how to console the browning stalks
bending low to the odorless and cold black soil.
The bright, oneiric sky remains remote.
The dead grandmother knows that next spring
her granddaughter’s buried blood will fuel the poppies
in their torrid, attainable reach.
She has already measured.

Rosalie
Most of your later life was spent
standing in the narrow space
between a small stove
and a small formica counter.
We would squeeze by,
stealing a bite of whitefish
or peeled green apple. You stood
in this moat, tending onions
sputtering in oil,
losing opacity fast.
They cooked eleven
of your twelve siblings.
They cooked your
parents, too, and the little girl,
your neice, I know from one
scallop-edged photo,
her head wrapped
in a pale rose-patterned cloth,
huge black orbs of eyes
looking up. She smells like
laundry dried in crisp wind.
You tried to grab the girl,
but her mother held on.
They both went
into the wrong line,
into the oven. I see you,
watching them go.
I see you, in your corridor of kitchen.
You are laughing as usual,
blooming into shriek.
Your body might split
from the size of that sound,
it’s vivid girth a lush, heatless fire.

Inheritance
Birth is not the same as manufacture.
Death is not the same as obsolescence.
Somewhere an equation is gagged
by its own perfect logic. Somewhere
a bright chasm opens and the ruddy tips
of an early spring poke through.
I may think I’ve reached the end
of the question. I want to lie down
in the quiet. But decisiveness is not love.
The plot doesn’t stop.
A crow flies upstream and an axe splits
a round of pine. The mystery, the mess:
what once was simply theirs
is now also mine.

At the edge of where the 		
forest fire stopped
On one side, life ongoing. On the other,
a missed heartbeat. The line is so arbitrary,
so abrupt, it torques the idea of injustice,
leaves it pale as the bodies
of burnt trees rising
into an insouciant gunmetal sky.
Those burnt trees — they do not
whimper. They do not envy.
They do not complain.

Definition of a species
What thirst:
The entire sky at once.
Center of the flower, flesh of the fruit.
Sunlight in an umbel.
Burrow into love’s confidence and stay,
camouflaged in totality, garnished with pollen.
Love is always hiding in itself. Intestinal, folded.
Covered like an eye, but an eye, unless dead,
always opens.

Conversation
Nettles line the trail,
spiky, strong and ordered:
two leaves, two leaves, two leaves,
they build themselves tall.
Furrowed leaves to calm
your furrowed brow.
Yes, you know how torn
this land is, how racked and
sunken its soul has been.
But today, on this almost-warm
almost-spring day, you ask a nettle
if you are forgiven. It stings you.
In the sudden light, you smile.

Looking out
Put your nose
against the glass.
Shadows of roses
on the frosty house,
a slowly growing
wasp’s nest on smears
of yellow paint.
Come right up close
to the edges of knowing,
to the papery shell
of your expectations.
Smell the dry odor
of your plan, feel
its roughness on your
ever-sensing skin.
Your skin twitches
like a horse’s.
Your expectations do not
rhyme with time’s torrent.
They are not blood or gravity.
They did not bend the edges
of the words you just spoke.
Your hopeful plans, intricate as
capillaries and just as hot,
are weightless, impartial.
They cannot feel your stare

Inquiry
What if I told you
that this lake is as smart
as a two-year old?
That it’s beginning to grasp
the edges of language
and tug on it like a tablecloth.
Would you really mind
the scatter and crash
of the plates and wine?
The lake has the sense
of being watched.
Its spacious gaze
becomes hooded.
It expects nothing.
It is an iteration
side-stepping
the tyranny
of causation.
Above the lake ravens
trace a black halo.
The story they tell
is full of joy.

What does the mother say
to the wayward daughter,
what does the toddler
sing to himself?
What were the last words
you just spoke?
The lake’s first words
at sunset just before
it turns from a dark cold-green
to a hole of blackness.
The lake can’t hear you. The lake
isn’t listening. The lake
comes close and asks.
You will give it what it asks for.

